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A library to connect and interact with the Omegle website. This library includes support for the captcha solution as well as video chat. This library uses a puppeteer and therefore uses a copy of chrome to access Omegle as a browser. Start Installing To use omegle-node-crawler in your project, run: npm I omegle-node-crawler or yarn add omegle-nodecrawler Using this library uses a mechanism based on events. Start by linking features to possible events, and then start a conversation. All events and methods are available in the documentation section below. Using the Crawler example: import and handler from omegle-crawler node; const processor - new processor (headless: false);
handler.onConnected (()) handler.sendMessage (Hello); handler.onDisconnected (())zgt; console.log (disconnected)); handler.onCaptcha (() &gt; console.log (Captcha found)); handler.startConversation handler.sendMessage Using with video This library allows video chat. In order to use video chat, you must provide a valid video file in .y4m format so that
Chrome can read it. More information about this format and how to create files that work can be found here. The path to the video file should be absolute. Here's an example of using video chat: import and handler from omegle-crawler node; Const Handler - New Handler handler.onConnected (()) handler.sendMessage (Hello); handler.onDisconnected (())zgt;
console.log (disconnected)); handler.onCaptcha (captchaIdentifier &gt; console.log (Captcha found, captchaIdentifier)); handler.startConversation (video, __dirname and /video.y4m); handler.sendMessage __dirname returns the path of the current catalog. The Documentation Instanciation Each Instance Handler is independent, allowing you to have multiple
scanners running at the same time. Keep in mind that most scanners work, the higher the chance that Omegle detects that you are a bot and flags you, increasing the speed of the captcha and the chance of getting ip banned. Create a new instance using a new keyword: the new Handler (options) Options puppeteer options, and so can be found on their API
page. Some are override when trying to use videos: --use-fake-ui-for-media-stream,-use-fake-device-for-media-flow---use-file-for-fake-video-capture$videoPath Example: handler const -new handler(); Events Here list all the events that may be caused by this library. onConnected (event: () zgt;) Is called when a copy is connected to a stranger. Example:
handler.onConnected (((),) console.log (Connected to a stranger!); onDisconnected (event: () qgt;) Called when a copy was from a stranger. Example: handler.onDisconnected ((() ()'gt; console.log (disconnected from a stranger!); onCaptcha (even: (captchaID: string) is called when got the captcha. Example: handler.onCaptcha (captchaID zgt; console.log
(Captcha detected, captchaID)); onMessageReceived (event: (message: line) No zgt; any) triggers when a stranger sends a message To example: handler.onMessageReceived (message No qgt; console.log (Message received:, message); onInformation (event: (information: string) is called when the information has been printed on the screen. Example of
information messages: Omegle could not find someone with the same interests. Example: handler.onInformation (information zgt; console.log); onError (event: (error: string) is called when a copy has received an error. The server connection error is blocked. means that you have been blocked by IP Omegle. This usually happens when you connect from a
platform-based server, such as Azure or AWS. Example: handler.onError (error zgt; console.log(result, error)); onMessageSent (event: (message: string) is called when a copy successfully sends a message. Example: handler.onConnected (message zgt; console.log (script sent message, message)) onUnexpectedToken (event: (unexpectedToken: string) is
called when a copy has received an unexpected token. Example: handler.onConnected (unexpectedToken zgt; console.log (Unexpected marker!, unexpectedToken)); Methods That You Can Call on Your Handler copy startConversation (conversationType: Text Video (options) Start looking for a conversation. Options vary depending on the type of
conversation (text or video). For text: startConversation (text, themes?: line, cookiesFilePath?: line) For video: startConversation (conversationType: video: videoPath: line, themes?: line, cookiesFilePath?: line) Returns the promise that is allowed as soon as the page has been opened, and all listeners have been chat, friends, ./cookies);
handler.startConversation (video, /users/zlt;zgt;file.y4m, chat, friends, ./cookies); sendMesage (message: line, delay?: number) sends a message to a stranger. displayed over a period of time. The default delay is 50ms. Returns a promise that is allowed after the message is sent. Example: handler.sendMessage (Hi there, 50);
solveCaptchaWith2CaptchaApiKey (captchaIdentifier: string, twoCaptchaAPIKey: line) Included a way to solve captchas using API 2captcha. When the captcha is displayed on the screen, the onCaptcha event triggers a related function with the captcha ID. This built-in method can be used as follows: Returns которое разрешается после того, как captcha
была решена. handler.onCaptcha (captchaIdentifier &gt;) &lt;/user&gt; &lt;/user&gt; api_key); }); solveCaptcha (captchaResult: string) You can use a captcha ID with any API to address this captcha. Once the result is given by the API, you can decide captcha as follows: Returns the promise that is resolved after the captcha has been resolved.
handler.onCaptcha (captchaIdentifier No. The latest (year ago) 11 versions Among all free chat sites, Omegle is one of the most popular. Although the website selects casual users in a chat session when you log in, but users have the freedom to choose a video option as well. Omegle also has its share of problems, captcha is the most annoying on this list.
Omegle's defense in support of captcha is that through it it tries to protect the site from spammers and provide the desired security for video chat. What the site does not understand is that sometimes an innocent user gets into a tangle. Captcha does not allow the user to communicate on the website for a long period or continuously. The user may also not
understand the numbers and photos very well, hence they have to enter the codes every time. Read: Like Unban from Chatroulette So once again, you're locked in to press the next button too many times and your IP is blacklisted. Well, there are methods by which you can fix the captcha problem. Let's tell you how to disable captcha on omegle... The best
way would be to contact Omegle staff by sending feedback. Visit Omegle's homepage and click on the feedback button. You don't have to be rude, just tell them that you are not a spammer, by profession or hobby. Then ask them to bypass the captcha on Omegle. Another way would be to change your IP address. Since Omegle is usually blacklisted by an
IP address, you can try to change that. Try by turning off the modem and restarting it, alternatively you can ask your ISP to do the same. Start scanning the virus on your computer, with an antivirus program. At times it so happens, you get captcha problems because of viral problems. Try cleaning and see if it works. Try Web Proxies also, if they have blocked
your IP address, there are several web proxy sites on the Internet, try to connect to the site with another IP. When they run the check, your IP address, they will see the IP address of the proxy site. If one doesn't work, you can try multiple proxy websites at one point in time. Well try the options, hopefully one of them will work in your favor, but if all else fails,
seriously think about some of the other chat sites listed on our site. Believe me, the network abounds Their. Tired of Omegle Captcha every time? Here are the steps you can follow to fix the problem. Many have tried and succeeded. Check out this article to find out how to fix it. Omegle is one of the most popular video chat platform. Countless customers
continue to be active. It's hard to maintain high traffic. To create the best consumer experience and provide fresh chat, Omegle ban IP spammers and ask to perform Captcha to enter the conversation rooms. Sometimes innocent users will additionally face the problems of CAPTCHA. The purpose of the site is not to annoy users, they want to create bots and
spammers site. Then try CAPTCHA to prevent on omegle, in case the site continues to ask CAPTCHA to fill in to put in the rooms. Why does Omegle show captcha every time? Fundamentally this can happen because you have weak cookies. You may have deleted them recently or using a VPN or some app tools or perhaps you are using some apps to
produce a number of articles in a short period of time - in which case you can simply use among those captcha solution services such as Online CAPTCHA Solutions and Image Recognition Support. There are many services, although I prefer this support as they have a better ratio. What's the solution? Send comments to support Omegle Reviews for omegle
employees is your best and easiest way to get around CAPTCHA on a website in time that is limited. Follow the following steps to send comments: From the bottom area of the website, click on the link Send comments in support of the Omegle team After clicking this link, a brief form of feedback will look like. Please send an email address in case you want a
response from Omegle employees (the answer is not guaranteed). Leave it blank in case you don't need to find the answer. Now put it in your message. In the message, ask them to fix the CAPTCHA problem. Get out to disable The Fast type of CAPTCHA used to eliminate the bots on the website they need people. Stop disabling the chat, you will never run
into a problem. They put your IP to earn blog spam free from bots. Turn off the router and change your IP address. It doesn't work every time. Use proxy sites for Omegle Proxy websites for omegle can be found online, you can use these sites to get CAPTCHA. Clear the cache and cookies Many problems can be solved by simply clearing the cache and
cookies from your browser, so give it a try. Try Omegle Alternative Websites If the methods mentioned previously do not solve your problem, then you can try sites like Omegle and Omegle options recorded on our website. We have recorded the popular and most active chats. I think it's A simple method. You can also visit the sites below to find out about it.
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